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As we enter a chronic phase of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, with uncontrolled infection rates in many places,
relative regional susceptibilities are a critical unknown for policy planning. Tests for SARS-CoV-2 infection or
antibodies are indicative but unreliable measures of exposure. Here instead, for four highly-affected countries, we
determine population susceptibilities by directly comparing country-wide observed epidemic dynamics data with
that with their main metropolitan regions. We find significant susceptibility reductions in the metropolitan regions
as a result of earlier seeding, with a relatively longer phase of exponential growth before the introduction of public
health interventions. During the post-growth phase, the lower susceptibility of these regions contributed to the
decline in cases, independent of intervention effects. Forward projections indicate that non-metropolitan regions
will be more affected during recurrent epidemic waves compared with the initially heavier-hit metropolitan regions.
Our findings have consequences for disease forecasts and resource utilisation.

Introduction1

Coronaviruses have long been an endemic source of human and2

animal infections. SARS-CoV-2 appeared in late 2019 [1–3],3

causing the potentially fatal illness COVID-19. Due largely to4

human mobility patterns and infection characteristics, SARS-5

CoV-2 became a pandemic [4], which continues to wreak public6

health, social, and economic havoc across the globe. While a va-7

riety of strategies have been implemented to attempt to control8

the spread of disease [5, 6], the death toll continues to rise and9

infection rates are uncontrolled in many parts of the world.10

Knowing the extent of population exposure to SARS-CoV-211

has important implications for public policy measures, including12

ongoing efforts to contain infection [7]. Yet, while SARS-CoV-213

has an extensive global reach, the portion of populations cur-14

rently and previously infected remains unclear. Viral assays only15

capture recent infections, and even then can be unreliable. Sero-16

logical antibody testing to ascertain levels of prior exposure is17

burdensome, with unreliable testing validity and the potential18

to lead to systematic under-counting [8, 9]. Tracking epidemic19

data across populations and evaluating the time evolution of key20

markers such as death rates provides a powerful alternative de-21

void of these shortcomings.22

For this analysis, we evaluate the growth and declines of case23

numbers during the well-defined epidemic phases. Generally,24

when a fully susceptible population is exposed to a new and con-25

tagious pathogen, an epidemic starts with an initial seeding phase26

when a small number of individuals are infected. Unconnected 27

local outbreaks with unpredictable spread can occur due to vari- 28

ability in individual behaviour, the effects of potential ‘super- 29

spreading’ events, and the non-uniform success of containment 30

measures. This is followed by a phase of free exponential growth, 31

during which ‘track and trace’ based containment is no longer fea- 32

sible. Exponential spread of infections I(t) = e(β−γ)t over time t 33

happens at a rate 1/τ = β−γ > 0, when the average rate of new 34

secondary infections caused by each primary infectious individual 35

(β) exceeds the rate of recovery (γ).1 By reported daily death 36

counts [10], the disease dynamics of COVID-19 have fulfilled the 37

condition of exponential growth and decline in nearly all parts 38

of the world. For four countries highly affected by COVID-19 39

and with reliable reporting indices, we utilise this epidemic data 40

to estimate the fraction of sub-populations which remain suscep- 41

tible to SARS-CoV-2, which is a key parameter governing the 42

course of the epidemic. 43

Results 44

While onset of the exponential phase varies due to different seed- 45

ing times, we find that the time constant of exponential growth 46

is very similar over a wide geographical range. Fig. 1a illustrates 47

this using data from four highly-affected countries: Spain, Italy, 48

the United Kingdom, and the United States [11]. 49

1‘Recovering’ is defined here as ceasing to be infectious (and suscepti-
ble).
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Figure 1: a) Reported number of daily deaths (smoothed by a
moving average over 7 days) in four highly affected countries. The
dashed line (shaded area) represents the mean (range of) early ex-
ponential growth(s) with a time constant τ = 3.4(2) days2. The
lines are spline interpolations to guide the eye. b) Comparison of
different measures that potentially affect infection rates, shown for

the example of the United Kingdom.

50

The exponential growth is sustained as long as S, defined as51

ratio of susceptible individuals to the whole population, is close52

to 100%, and β and γ are kept constant. Slowing spread and53

ultimately reversal to an exponential decline can be driven by54

an increase of γ, through interventions such as anti-viral ther-55

apies that reduce infectiousness time. Such therapies are not56

currently available for COVID-19. Consequently, reductions of57

new COVID-19 infections can only be attributed to reductions58

in either β or S. Public health interventions aim to reduce β59

through hygiene, social distancing, and mobility restriction mea-60

sures designed to reduce contact frequencies [5, 6, 12]. In the61

following analysis we argue changes in COVID-19 disease dy-62

namics are due to reductions of β and S, with different relative63

importance across geographic areas. In particular, a significant64

reduction of S is observed in the main metropolitan regions of65

the four countries investigated here.66

2Unless otherwise indicated, all stated errors correspond to statistical
one standard deviation uncertainties.

Observed impact of susceptibility reduction on infection 67

dynamics Variability in the nature and timing of public health 68

interventions and resulting population behaviours are eventually 69

reflected in variations across countries in the slowdown and ex- 70

ponential decline of the daily death counts. Fig. 1b illustrates, 71

for the specific example of the United Kingdom and London, 72

the timelines of public awareness (measured through frequen- 73

cies of relevant internet search queries [13]), government restric- 74

tion stringency (measured as aggregate ‘Oxford’ stringency index 75

[14]), and visits to public meeting places (restaurants [15], gro- 76

cery stores, pharmacies, and public transit stations [16]). Quali- 77

tatively, all measures correlate with one another, with both vol- 78

untary behavioural changes and the stringency of public health 79

interventions resulting in reduced frequency of visits to locations 80

of high infection risk. 81

While it is difficult to quantitatively associate a time- 82

dependent reduction of β(t) with these data, the observed loca- 83

tion data indicate that the public response between areas within 84

one country is similar in timing and magnitude of deviation from 85

baseline. Due to the seeding of the epidemic in each country’s 86

main metropolitan region (Italy - Milan/Lombardy3; Spain - 87

Madrid; England - London4; USA - New York City) occurring 88

earlier than in the rest of the country, the time between epidemic 89

onset and reduction of β (driven by public behaviour change) 90

differs in an otherwise comparable situation. We therefore con- 91

sider pairwise comparisons of main metropolitan regions and rest 92

of countries a suitable tool to investigate the relative impact of 93

reductions in S. 94

Fig. 2 (upper panels) shows reported daily death counts [11, 95

17] for the four investigated countries, broken down into the data 96

from the main metropolitan region and the rest of the country. 97

Each of the corresponding eight data sets shows an initial expo- 98

nential growth phase, followed by a transition to an exponential 99

decline. Seeding of the epidemic consistently happened earlier in 100

the metropolitan regions than elsewhere in each country, leading 101

to higher population-normalised daily death counts in these ar- 102

eas. Yet, the time constant of the exponential growth is equal 103

within errors for each metropolitan-country pair (except in the 104

United States due to its heterogeneity), suggesting that the con- 105

tact rate among a fully susceptible population is not critically 106

dependent on factors related to population density [18, 19]. In 107

3In Italy, early death reports were only available at the regional level;
the population of Lombardy is dominated by Milan, which is the country’s
largest metropolitan region.

4For metropolitan versus rest-of-country comparisons, we used mortality
data for England with the assumption that public interventions for London
best match those of England over the whole of the UK.
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Figure 2: Population-normalised daily death counts (logarithmic scale) of most populous metropolitan region (blue) and surrounding
country (red), together with fits and confidence intervals shown (see Methods for details). The stringency index, time shifted to account
for an average delay between exposure and death, is grey-scaled in the background. Public transit station use (bottom panels) is shown for

comparison, with faded lines for real-time data and bold lines for time-shifted.

contrast, the subsequent decline is consistently but to a varying108

extent faster in the metropolitan regions than in the rest of the109

country. Together with the notably earlier departure from the ex-110

ponential growth phase and the observation that public policies111

within countries were similar, this indicates that the reduction112

of S played a more important role in the metropolitan regions113

relative to the rest of the country in all four cases.114

Quantitatively, the time constants τm and τc of the exponential115

decay phase provide a relative measure of the reduction of sus-116

ceptibility in each metropolitan region (Sm) compared with the117

remainder of the country (Sc). The observation of an extended118

period of purely exponential decline, together with a stable in-119

terval of public health interventions, shown in Fig. 1b and Fig.120

2 (lower panels), (even when taking into account a delayed im-121

pact of ≈ 20 days of their effect on the daily death counts [20,122

21]), implies that both β(t) and S(t) do not vary much dur-123

ing this phase. In this case, the decay time constants can be124

used to yield the ratio of fractions of the population that remain125

susceptible to the virus, provided β = βm = βc remains equal126

across each country [22]. From the fits presented in Fig. 2, we127

find for the ratios Sm/Sc values of 0.86 ± 0.05 (Madrid/Spain),128

0.89 ± 0.04 (Lombardy/Italy), 0.70 ± 0.06 (London/England),129

and 0.59 ± 0.05 (New York/United States). These ratios repre-130

sent upper bounds for Sm, since Sc is by definition ≤ 1. Note131

that if instead βm 6= βc, then the ratio of susceptibilities will be132

corrected by a factor βc/βm (see Methods).133

We directly compare the relative timing of the epidemic evo-134

lution with public policy and behaviour changes (Fig. 2). The135

results corroborate the finding that a reduction of S had already136

begun to reduce new infection rates in the metropolitan regions137

when public behaviour changes started to have a significant im-138

pact. The difference in the effect of S for all eight geographic 139

areas is shown in Fig. 3, where the peak number of daily deaths 140

is plotted against the time delay between when visits to public 141

meeting places are reduced and when death rates begin to slow 142

(see Methods). The country-level data cluster around a common 143

delay time that is similar to the reported average time between 144

viral exposure and death [20, 21]. This suggests that the main 145

driver for the initial reduction in death (infection) rates is changes 146

Figure 3: The peak daily death counts plotted against the days
between public behaviour change and the end of exponential growth
leading to a peak rate. A correction factor from excess death data
was applied to the reported rates (open circles) to derive the ex-
pected rates (solid circles), which are linked. The 4 countries ex-
clude the corresponding metropolitan regions. The inset illustrates,
for the example of England, a death count calibration by comparing

reported COVID-19 deaths to the all-cause excess death data.
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in public behaviour. This is not the case for the metropolitan re-147

gion data, which in turn cluster around a common peak daily148

death count. This clustering suggests that the larger early spread149

of the disease was sufficient to reduce infection and death rates150

through reduction of S in addition to the effects based on be-151

havioural changes.152

Modelling and forecasting To further investigate the dy-153

namics of the epidemic in each area, we employ the well-154

established compartmental Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR)155

model [23, 24], and solve the differential equations simultaneously156

for each pair of country and metropolitan regions, with coupling157

between the two (see Methods for details). The solutions for158

each area are used to estimate S and the time dependence of159

it, as well as to explore the potential future evolution of the in-160

fection dynamics. We incorporate public behaviour changes into161

the system by adjusting the trajectory of β(t) equally for each162

metropolitan region and country pair, informed by Fig. 2 (lower163

panels). To evaluate the effect of initial public health measures164

on S, we only include the death counts until mid-May 2020, to165

avoid any effects of the relaxation of restrictions on the data.166

In contrast to the model-independent slope comparison from167

the previous section, solving the model equations also provides168

absolute values for the susceptibility and infection fatality rate169

µ in each area, which are shown together in Table 1. Using170

both approaches, we consistently find a comparatively weaker171

reduction in S outside the early-seeded metropolitan regions.172

Figure 4 shows the result of the model for the specific example173

of England and London, demonstrating that public policy inter-174

ventions helped cap the death counts in both cases, but that a175

reduction of S is also a significant driver, particularly in London.176

Without relaxation of initial interventions, containable infection177

levels (set at . 10 new daily cases per million population5) would178

be projected to occur in mid-July and mid-August in London and179

the rest of England, respectively (solid lines c in Fig. 4). In re-180

ality, a relaxation of restrictions (early-June 2020) and easing of181

travel restrictions have been initiated. As a result, β increased,182

and slowed down the decline in death rates. In a forward projec-183

tion based on a continuation of these new conditions with no fur-184

ther changes to β, containable infection levels in London and the185

rest of England could be reached in mid-August and the end of186

2020, respectively (dash-dotted lines d2). As further relaxations187

are underway, these dates may be further delayed if no compen-188

5Threshold chosen in accordance with infection levels in countries with
well-developed public health infrastructure (e.g. New Zealand, South Ko-
rea, Cuba, and Fiji) with proactive testing and ‘track and trace’ interven-
tions resulting in lasting containment approaching elimination of locally-
acquired cases.

Figure 4: SIR model and forecast for London (blue) and the rest of
England (red). Adjusted daily death counts are shown pre and post
relaxation of interventions. The hypothetical scenarios of no reduc-
tion in susceptibility S (a) and of no interventions (b) are displayed.
Extrapolations for scenarios of continued stringent interventions (c),
of ending interventions (d1), and of a partial relaxation of stringency
consistent with post-relaxation observations (d2) are shown. Inset
shows the reduction of S for London and the rest of England, to-

gether with fractions of positive serology testing for London.

sating changes in public behaviour are introduced to maintain 189

the early-July value of β = 0.135 d−1. We note that this value is 190

already greater than the observed value of γ (see Methods), and 191

thus would have been enough to drive another period of expo- 192

nential growth in the absence of any reduced susceptibility effect. 193

We also model the hypothetical scenario of a full return to 194

pre-intervention conditions, constituting the second wave (dash- 195

dotted lines d1). In this projection, infection rates begin to rise 196

but the second peak for the metropolitan regions is reduced with 197

respect to the first peak, while the second peak for countries is of 198

higher magnitude than the first one, which is because the height 199

of the peak scales with S. 200

In Fig. 4 (inset) the resulting evolution of S(t) for London and 201

the rest of England is shown, together with the results of serol- 202

ogy antibody tests [25], which have recently been suspected to 203

underestimate the actual (yet potentially temporary) immunity 204

levels due to the lack of sensitivity of the tests to T-cell based im- 205

munity [26]. In both methods, the metropolitan region exhibits 206

a lower absolute value of susceptibility when compared with the 207

rest of the country. 208

Discussion 209

We have found that the dynamics of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic 210

have been influenced both by policy interventions and by reduced 211

4
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Area S Sm/Sc Sm/Sc µ

(%) (model) (slopes) (%)

London 55 0.68 0.70± 0.06
0.32

Rest of England 81 0.48

Madrid 73 0.80 0.86± 0.05
0.70

Rest of Spain 92 0.79

Lombardy 84 0.87 0.89± 0.04
1.95

Rest of Italy 97 1.95

New York 59 0.62 0.59± 0.05
0.65

Rest of US 95 0.76

Table 1: Results of solving the SIR model with a time-dependent
contact rate in each area. Ratios of susceptibilities are shown, along
with the model-independent approach of analysing slopes for com-
parison. The model also provides absolute values of susceptibility S

and infection fatality rate µ.

population susceptibility, with a relatively stronger contribution212

from susceptibility changes in early-seeded metropolitan regions.213

Our data provide an upward revision to the reported prevalence214

estimates derived from laboratory testing. In addition, while in-215

fection and thus death rates are a function of S and β, the effect216

of S reduction is more durable, and β will rise when restrictions217

are relaxed unless protective measures prove to be fully compen-218

satory. If they are not, a second peak may occur. The reduction219

in S would not necessarily avoid this, but would mitigate peak220

height. Forward projections based on the observed data also221

indicate that later seeded areas are relatively more vulnerable222

in a second wave, which has implications for the distribution of223

healthcare resources.224

Our model assumes a homogeneously mixing population. Yet,225

real-life infection spreading is heterogeneous, with some sub-226

regions of cities or neighbourhoods more heavily affected than227

others, as well as demographic or geographical groups mixing228

more strongly internally than between each other. As a result of229

these heterogeneities, susceptibility-mediated effects on epidemic230

dynamics can occur at lower exposure levels than would be re-231

quired for a homogeneously mixed and exposed population [27].232

As a consequence, our absolute estimates of remaining suscep-233

tibilities in each region may need to be interpreted as effective234

values that cannot be used to directly infer cumulative fractions235

of the populations having been infected with the virus. For ex-236

ample, the figures for S reported in Table 1 cannot be read as237

19% (45%) of the population in London (rest of England) have238

been exposed to SARS-CoV-2. Instead the observed epidemic239

evolution in the heterogeneous population follows a pattern that240

would be expected for a hypothetical homogeneous population241

in which the exposure rates had reached these levels. The ratios242

of effective exposures between the areas are likely to represent 243

the true exposure ratios. For example, we find that the fraction 244

of the population that has been exposed to SARS-CoV-2 is 2.4 245

times greater in London than in the rest of England. The recent 246

REACT study of antibody prevalence finds a very similar ratio 247

of 2.2 between London and (total) England exposure (including 248

London). While our absolute effective exposure levels are higher 249

than the actual levels, the REACT study [28] could underesti- 250

mate current immunity levels by a factor of two or higher, as T- 251

cell based immunity can exist with negative laboratory antibody 252

response [8]. The use of sub-standard finger-prick blood sam- 253

ples, as well as testing bias introduced through inhomogeneous 254

test responsiveness in the selected test population, are further 255

limitations of the REACT study. 256

Our modelling also assumes lasting immunity following acute 257

infection, in keeping with normal immunological responses to vi- 258

ral infections [29]. Yet, for the purposes of our projections, im- 259

munity need only be preserved for as long as infection rates are 260

uncontrollable. The level used for ‘controllable disease’ was cho- 261

sen in accordance with data from countries achieving contain- 262

ment, and assumes a goal of elimination utilising, among other 263

measures, tracking and tracing. It is possible that technologi- 264

cal improvements will allow a successful track-and-trace strategy 265

at higher infection levels. Forward-projecting continuations of 266

modest relaxations of restrictions appears to make containment 267

achievable, but observed slow down in the decline of death rates 268

indicates that this will be reached later than would have occurred 269

under more stringent restrictions. 270
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Methods 273

Extraction of epidemic parameter values The key param- 274

eters of an epidemic can be extracted from epidemiological data 275

(infection, hospitalisation or death rates), as long as populations 276

are sufficiently large for demographic variations to average out, 277

reported data are reliable, and interventions are relatively uni- 278

formly implemented. The similar observed exponential growth 279

illustrates that this condition is fulfilled for the four countries of 280

our study (the United States is an exception in some respects due 281

to the heterogeneity of interventions and population behaviour). 282

A key quantity is the time evolution of number of infected in- 283
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dividuals. Due to insufficient quantity and quality of testing284

however, reported daily deaths D(t) are likely a more reliable285

measure of COVID-19 pandemic dynamics than the number of286

confirmed cases. The infection fatality rate (IFR) µ, assumed287

to be a constant with time, is the probability that an infected288

individual dies from the disease and therefore validates D(t) as a289

proportional measure of infections, and our main findings do not290

depend on knowing the exact value of µ.291

For our investigated areas, D(t) is obtained from [11, 17]. Data292

for metropolitan regions is directly extracted from these sources,293

whereas data for the remainder of the country is derived as the294

national minus metropolitan data. Normalisation to the popula-295

tions is based on the figures reported in Ref. [30].296

The mean time constant τi characterising the initial exponen-297

tial infection growth, when the population is assumed to be298

fully susceptible, across the four countries is measured to be299

τi = (3.4± 0.2) days. Using the clinically determined serial time300

Ts = (4.0 ± 0.4) days [31, 32], i.e. the average time between pri-301

mary and secondary infections, we obtain the basic reproduction302

number R0 = β/γ = exp(Ts/τi) = 3.2 ± 0.3, which is consistent303

with the literature [6, 33, 34]. It follows that the contact rate304

is β = (0.43 ± 0.02) d−1 in an unconstrained population, and305

the recovery rate is γ = (0.130± 0.013) d−1, corresponding to a306

mean infectious period of (7.7± 0.7) days, again consistent with307

the literature [35, 36].308

Turning now to the exponential decay phase, if the fraction309

of population that is susceptible S is instead different from 1,310

and has some other constant value, then the contact rate is sim-311

ply modified accordingly and the final characteristic exponential312

decay time is given by313

1/τf = Sβf − γ (1)

provided βf is also constant (for example during a period with314

little or no change in public behaviour). This allows us to exam-315

ine the ratio of susceptible populations between a metropolitan316

region (m) and the rest of its corresponding country (c) through317

the relation318
Smβmf
Scβcf

=
1/τmf + γ

1/τ cf + γ
, (2)

by measuring the time constants of the exponential declines. If319

βf is further assumed to take the same absolute value in the two320

areas, this equation simplifies to321

Sm

Sc
=

1/τmf + γ

1/τ cf + γ
, (3)

providing a direct way to estimate the ratio of relative suscepti- 322

bilities in each area. 323

Relating public health interventions (PHIs) to epidemic 324

data Variations in the stringency of country-wide public health 325

interventions among countries have been extensively analysed by 326

the Oxford group [14]. These data are not available at a re- 327

gional (sub-country) level, and are not a direct measure of actual 328

public behavior. We use cellular device location data [16] to over- 329

come both these limitations, and to evaluate the effect of PHIs. 330

Such data are available for several high infection risk location 331

categories, including retail and recreation, groceries and pharma- 332

cies, parks, transit stations, workplaces, and residential. We plot 333

these location data to show the relative change compared to the 334

baseline value from the first five weeks of 2020 for each of the 335

eight areas studied. Due to similarities of the relative timings 336

and changes in magnitude of these measures, in principle any of 337

them could be used as proxy for β(t). Based on the compara- 338

bly low noise level as well as the consistent and clear functional 339

shape of the location data at public transit stations, we chose 340

these data for our analyses. Transit data, shown in Fig. 2 (lower 341

panels), includes use of subway stations, taxi stands, sea ports, 342

and other travel-related locations. 343

Empirically we find that the transit station location data are 344

well described by a sigmoid function 345

TS(t) =
TSl

1 + exp
[
−(t− t0)/TSw

] , (4)

with a zero reference level (by definition the pre-pandemic normal 346

level for early times t � t0). The remaining fitting parameters 347

characterise the magnitude of the response (TSl), the time (t0) 348

when the public behaviour change happened and time duration 349

(TSw) over which the change occurred. As a comparable measure 350

of the time when a significant reduction of β is expected to occur, 351

we choose the time t50% when TS(t) is reduced by 50% from 352

normal use as determined by the fit for each area, with the error 353

determined as the one standard deviation functional prediction 354

interval. 355

As the time evolution of D(t) follows exponential trajectories 356

(growth or decline) during periods of (near) constant parameters 357

β, γ and S, we display D(t) on a logarithmic scale and apply 358

fit functions to Dlog(t) = log[D(t)] to avoid heteroscedastic bias. 359

For fitting, we restrict data to a time window starting with ex- 360

ponential growth and ending just before the introduction of the 361

first relaxation in PHIs where an uptick in TS(t) is observed 362

6
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(mid-May 2020). As a model function for fitting we use363

Dlog(t) = Du · t+(Dl−Du) ·Dw · log
(
et/Dw + et0/Dw

)
+C, (5)

which represents an interpolation between two linear functions,364

and corresponds to an integrated sigmoid. The parameters Du365

and Dl represent the values of the upper and lower linear slopes,366

respectively, and the temporal width of the transition between367

them is characterised by Dw. We the fit this model to Dlog(t)368

in two steps. First, we individually fit the data at early and late369

times to a linear function using ordinary least-squares regression370

to obtain Du and Dl. These values are then used as fixed pa-371

rameters of the full function in a second fitting stage. We use the372

full fits to extract both the peak value of the fit to D(t) and the373

time t10% when D(t) reaches 10% of the value that would have374

been reached at the same time if the exponential growth trajec-375

tory had continued. This is a measure of when the dynamics has376

significantly departed from the exponential regime. This point is377

located close to the peak, but is not biased by the slope of the378

exponential decline in the same way that the peak time is. The379

error of t10% is determined again as the one standard deviation380

functional prediction interval.381

We use the relative delay ∆t = t10%− t50% as a measure of the382

influence of public behaviour change on β and the rate of new383

exposure to the virus. The expectation for a PHI-driven scenario,384

versus an effect of a reduction in S, is that ∆t is comparable to385

the typical time from exposure to death, which is on the order of386

20 days [20, 21].387

Corrected death counts For COVID-19 dynamics, the at-388

tributed daily death rates are a more reliable metric than the389

number of confirmed cases, as they are not dependent on testing390

practices, and should be less prone to under-reporting. However,391

daily death rates are still subject to variations in reporting meth-392

ods and in how each region defines what is classified as a COVID-393

related death [37]. Alternatively, excess deaths can be calculated394

by examining how many additional deaths (from all causes) have395

occurred above a baseline value that would be expected for the396

same time of year had the epidemic not happened [10]. While ex-397

cess deaths statistics include deaths indirectly related to COVID-398

19 (for example, ‘collateral’ deaths due to healthcare systems be-399

ing overwhelmed, or reduced visits to emergency departments),400

and the baseline value for expected deaths may not exactly reflect401

the current situation [38] (for example, in lockdown conditions402

the number of road traffic accidents will be lower than typical403

historical values), the number of excess deaths is nevertheless404

widely agreed to be the most reliable indicator to reflect the 405

state of the epidemic, and alleviates some of the shortcomings 406

associated with the reported daily deaths data [37, 39]. 407

We compare the time evolution of D(t) (aggregated to weekly 408

level) to that of weekly excess deaths during the spring of 2020 409

relative to the median value of the historical data up to the past 410

five years, where available [40]. Accounting for the delay that it 411

takes in processing and registering the deaths in each case, we 412

apply a constant correction factor to the reported daily deaths. 413

These factors faithfully reflect the registered excess deaths, and 414

by area were 1.9 (Italy), 2.2 (England), 1.4 (Spain), 1.5 (US), 415

and we found that these same factors applied equally well to 416

each of the corresponding metropolitan regions, respectively. For 417

the purpose of fitting analysis, we continue to work with the 418

scaled reported deaths because these data are available at a daily 419

granularity, whereas the excess deaths are only provided weekly. 420

The scaling of the data is shown in Fig. 3 (inset) for the example 421

of England. 422

SIR model with time-varying β(t) Substantial efforts have 423

gone into describing and predicting epidemic dynamics of many 424

diseases, especially of COVID-19, through Monte Carlo-type dis- 425

crete [41–43] or continuous differential equation models [44, 45]. 426

Typically, these models require many input parameters such as 427

fine-grained demographic and populations’ behavioural details. 428

They are often critically dependent on these parameters with 429

corresponding large variations between studies in terms of pre- 430

dicted outcomes and inevitable divergence from actual observa- 431

tions made after the forecasts [46]. In our work we instead aimed 432

to understand the reduction of S and its impact in a largely 433

model-independent way. In order to still derive quantitative 434

trends and estimates, we chose the SIR model as the simplest 435

epidemic model that takes time-dependent susceptibility (immu- 436

nity) into account. 437

The well-established SIR framework is a deterministic model 438

using a system of coupled ordinary differential equations, and is 439

based on the compartmentalisation of populations into individu- 440

als who are susceptible, S, infectious, I, and no longer susceptible 441

(removed), R. TheR compartment includes individuals who have 442

recovered from disease and survived, along with those who have 443

died. The rate coefficients β and γ describe the flow from the S 444

to the I and from the I to the R compartments, respectively, and 445

the evolution of the system is described by the set of differential 446
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equations447

Ṡ = −βSI (6)

İ = (βS − γ)I (7)

Ṙ = γI, (8)

where the dot indicates a derivative with respect to time. These448

equations have been solved analytically for a constant β in [47].449

Since public policy interventions and public behaviour changes450

(whether or not they are influenced by these interventions) affect451

the value of β, we introduce a time dependence of that parameter452

into the model β = β(t). Since no known intervention affects453

the duration of infectiousness, we treat γ as constant. Following454

the empirically found functional shape of the public response as455

representatively measured through use of public transit, we also456

model β(t) as a sigmoid with457

β(t) = βi +
βf − βi

1 + exp[−(t− tint)/tw]
. (9)

The shape of this function implies that there was only one period458

of relevant change to β from its unrestricted initial value βi to459

a later final value βf . This is justified as long as public policy460

relaxations do not take effect on D(t) and as long as compliance461

with them remains high (constant). We therefore restrict our462

main analysis to times that are not affected by such changes463

and only consider D(t) data until the end of May 2020, as no464

significant corresponding changes in TS(t) are discernible prior to465

early-May (considering the delay between exposure and death).466

This simple model is based on several idealised assumptions.467

It does not account for inhomogeneity of the population or of468

the mixing dynamics [27], and so stochastic, regional and demo-469

graphic effects are averaged out to effective parameters. In par-470

ticular, it is known that µ is a parameter whose value strongly471

increases with age, but also with strong dependence on health sta-472

tus [48]. This means that not only the demographic composition473

of an investigated population needs to be considered, but also474

the dynamics of epidemic spread relative to it (e.g. the timing475

of seeding the virus in settings or population groups with spe-476

cific demographic makeup such as schools, high-frequency busi-477

ness travellers or care homes). As a consequence, the infection478

fatality rates reported in the literature have varied, with some479

convergence in the range of 0.5%−1% [49]. Findings outside the480

this range with potential country to country variations may still481

occur and be meaningful as effective average figures. Possible482

changes of µ(t) with time during the course of the epidemic have483

not been considered here, but are not likely to be important in484

the light of the high quality of exponential fits to the D(t) data. 485

Since S is generally time-dependent over the course of the epi- 486

demic, we use a standard Runge-Kutta iterative algorithm to 487

calculate numerical solutions of the system of differential equa- 488

tions [Eqs. (6) to (8)], and incorporate a time dependence to 489

β(t) using Eq.9. A cost function is generated, derived from the 490

mean-squared deviation between the numerical solutions for the 491

epidemic trajectory and the observed data Dlog(t), in each ge- 492

ographical area considered. The individual cost functions for 493

the metropolitan region and corresponding country are combined 494

(with equal weighting) to simultaneously respect both sets of data 495

in each pair, and a Nelder-Mead based optimisation method is 496

then used to minimise this total cost function. This procedure 497

provides our best-fit parameters for the epidemic dynamics. 498

Additionally in this process, coupling is introduced between 499

each metropolitan region and its corresponding country by con- 500

straining the values of β(t) over time to be equal between the 501

areas in each pair, as informed by the location data (Fig. 1b 502

and Fig. 2 lower panels). Constraining the values of β in the 503

metropolitan region and the rest of the country to be equal 504[
βm(t) = βc(t)

]
is based on the assumption that public health 505

interventions have equal effects on each area. This is supported 506

by the observation that the time constants for initial exponential 507

growth and the public behaviour changes (in timing and mag- 508

nitude) are very similar for countries and their metropolitan re- 509

gions following nationally homogeneously-imposed public health 510

interventions, with the exception of the United States as already 511

noted. The initial value of βi is determined by the previously 512

determined (see above) exponential growth phase time constant. 513

Free optimisation parameters then relate to timing of epidemic 514

seeding and the nature of the change in β (tint, tw). 515

To account for demographic differences, we use the distri- 516

butions of ages from population statistics in each of the eight 517

geographical areas along with the reported age-dependence of 518

the IFR [20, 48] to calculate the average apparent IFR for 519

each metropolitan region (µm) and rest of country (µc). Then, 520

rather than constrain our model by exactly these determined 521

IFR values (which may be prone to systematic bias in the 522

clinical data), we instead couple the fitting procedure between 523

metropolitan region and rest of country by prescribing the ratio 524

µm/µc in each case. The obtained ratios used as constraints for 525

each fit were 0.664 (London/England), 0.985 (Lombardy/Italy), 526

0.887 (Madrid/Spain), and 0.854 (New York/US), and so the 527

metropolitan regions have a generally younger population struc- 528

ture (and therefore lower effective infection fatality rate). Finally, 529
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the absolute values of µ are then returned as fit parameters (see530

Extended Data), and are consistent with those reported in the531

literature [49]. An exception is the higher value obtained for Italy532

of µ = 1.95%, which may be attributed in part to a comparably533

older population structure, and potentially the increased impact534

on healthcare capacities.535

The model can be extended by incorporating further changes in536

β(t) as public policy interventions and/or compliance and public537

behaviour change. For the example of England and London we538

note that a slight increase of βc = βm = 0.134 d−1 is consistent539

with the observations of D(t) from mid-May until the end of540

June 2020. The continued match of the data with equal values of541

β(t) while the exponential decay constants differ between London542

and the rest of England further strengthens the hypothesis that543

public policy interventions had an equal effect on β across both544

areas.545
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Extended Data

Area Initial Growth Decline
1/Du (days) 1/Dl (days)

UK 3.29± 0.93 -
Rest of England 4.22± 0.83 −22.0 ± 1.0
London 3.49± 0.66 −14.1 ± 1.2

Spain 3.0 ± 1.1 -
Rest of Spain 2.52± 0.34 −23.2 ± 3.8
Madrid 2.58± 0.97 −18.0 ± 1.7

Italy 3.43± 0.77 -
Rest of Italy 3.83± 0.52 −33.6 ± 3.7
Lombardy 3.5 ± 1.7 −24.3 ± 3.7

US 3.72± 0.50 -
Rest of US 4.07± 0.95 −56 ± 27
New York 2.72± 0.37 −15.7 ± 0.9

Table 2: Exponential growth/decline time constants. Linear fits to the logarithm of daily deaths per million population data are used to
avoid heteroskedastic bias. Fits to the initial growth phase for the total country level data in Fig. 1a produce time constant values which
are all consistent with each other, with a mean of τ̄ = (3.4 ± 0.2) days. Country level data are then broken down into main metropolitan
region and rest of country (Fig. 2), with corresponding fits to both the exponential growth and decline phases listed. Errors are 2 standard

deviation confidence intervals (CI) from fits.
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